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I.”Introduction

Sampling during environmental drilling is essential to fully characterizethe spatial distribution
and miegation of near surface contaminants. However, analysis of the samples is expensive and
time-consuming: off-site laboratory analysis can take weeks or months. h alternative screening
technolo=q, Environmental Measurement-While-Drilling (EMWD), could save money and
valuable time by quickly distinguishing between contiated and uncontaminated areas. Real
time measurements provided by an EMWD system enable on-the-spot decisions to be made
regarding sampling strategies. The system also enhances worker safe~ and provides the added
flexibility of being able to “steer” a drill bit in or out of hazardous zones.

During measurement-while-drilling, down-hole sensors are located behind the drill bit and linked
by a rapid data transmission system to a computer at the surface. As drilling proceeds, real-time
data are collected on the nature and extent of the subsurface contamination. The frostsensor to
be integrated into a Garnrna Ray Detection System (GRDS) was a Geiger-Mueller tube (GMT)
gma radia[ion detector. The GMT-equipped GRDS was field tested and the results reported

by Lockwood et al. 1 Details of the GMT-GILDS are given in reference 1 and will not be
repeated here.

The system defects, discussed in reference 1, were corrected and a second field test using the

GMTsystem was conducted. During this test, two holes were drilled. The first was about 6 ft.
deep, 120 ft. long, daylight-to-daylight. The second was slant bored to a vertical depth of 24 ft.
through a hard shale layer. The system performed as designed, and high quality data were
obtained throughout the field test. However, using a GMT as the sensor, the system can only
detect the presence of Gamma radiation above a predetermined lower energy limit and measure
the source dose rate. To identify specific radionuclides, a Gamma Ray Spectrometer (GRS) is
required. The integration of a GRS into the GRDS is the topic of this paper.
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The Gamma Ray Spectrometer-Gamma Ray Detection System (GRS-GRDS) and electronics
package are discussed in Section II. The results of the field test are presented in Section III.
Conclusions and discussion of future work are presented in Section IV.

II. Equipment and Procedures

The EMWD system consists of four parts: a computer, ma=g-neticpick-up coil and receiver,
battery pack and magnetic coil, and a down-hole electronics package. The electronics package,
complete with a Gamma Ray Spectrometer/Multichannel Analyzer and coaxial cable coil, is
located inside the drill rod next to the drill bit. The cable provides both DC power and AC signal
paths between the surface and the down-hole electronics package. Figure 1 shows.the

instrumentationmounting locations oh a typical drill rig.

As the drill string is lengthened by adding drill rod, the coaxial cable is unspoolcd. Fi=me 2
shows the proposed drilling steps. The unspooled cable is attached to the battery pack and coil,
which are mounted on the rotating drill pipe that extends behind the hydraulic head. The coil
couples the AC si=~al between the rotating drill pipe and the stationary coilheceiver mounted on
the drilling platform. The receiver converts the AC signal into a serial bit stieam. A computer,
equipped with a teleme~ serial card, receives the data and displays down-hole measurements in
real time.

EMWD Gamma Ray Detection System

To evaluate the performance of the GRS-GRDS at a radioactively cold site, a measurable
*. spectrum is established using a consumer product that contains a naturally occurring radioactive

material. For this purpose, several Thor-Tung electrodes (2°/0thorium by weight), mantiactured
by Airco, are attached around the GRS. The spectrum is verified to validate system operation at
each step of system assembly and operation.

In addition to the GRS signal, the system monitors the +12 V and -12 V required at the down-
hole signal conditioning and ~m.itter board, the up-hole battery voltage as measured down-
hole, and the temperatureassociated with the detectorassembly. A temperaturemeasurement

was not made at the drill bit during the test, althoughthe system is filly capableof providing this
information. In the fiture, this me of measurement will be an important parameter because
temperature influences the drilling process. By measuring and displaying drill bit temperature in
real time, the operator will be able to mitigate the effect of heating and high temperatures
encountered during drilling.

III. Data and 12esults

The GRS-GRDS was tested at the Charles Machine Works (CMW) (Ditch Witch”) directional
boring test site, in Perry, OK. During the drilling process, measurements were made with the
GRS-GRDS in a drill housing located behind the drill bit of a CMW JT2320 directional boring
rig.

Initial testing of the GRS-GRDS protype called for two daylight-to-daylight 150 ft
(approximately 45m) bores. During the first bore, the gamma detector bias voltage was shorted,
stopping data collection. This problem has been corrected and additional field tests of the
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Figure 1. EMWD Component Placement “
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GRS-GRDS me planned for February. The results of these field tests will be reported at the
Conference. Before the shorted condition, spectral data were taken while drilling was in
progress. This data are shown on the upper graph of Figure 3. The lower graph in Figure 3
shows the same spectral data obtained in the laboratory prior to drilling at the CMW test facility.

Both show counts versus channel numbers. The ener=~ calibration of the channel numbers was
performed in the laboratory using known radioactive elements. The energy peaks and “
corresponding channel numbers are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Calibration Ilesults

Radioactive Peak Energy Peak Channel “-
Element (MeV) Number

Cs 137 0.662 100

Co 60 1.173, 1.332 173, 197

M.n54 - 0.835 122

Na 22 0.511, 1.275 78, 187

IV. Conclusions and Future Work

The integration of a spectral gamma capability into the EMTVDsystem was not fully
demonstrated through field drilling in time for this paper. We are optimistic that the GRS-GRDS
field tests will be successful based on the limited results obtained during our most recent testing
and prior successfid GMT-GRDS demonstrations. Additional testing should be completed prior
to presentation at the cotierence. These da~ if available, will be presented.

Future Work

The unique capability of real-time, high-speed data transmission up-hole during drilling gives the
EMWD system high commercial potential. Its low cost and generic design, offering maximum
flexibili~ to integrate additional sensors, make it an attractive platiorm for a variety of down-
hole sensors. A market analysis is underway to determine its potential of use in the
environmental, oil, and utility industries. We are in the process of soliciting potential partners
for adapting the system to accept other sensor types and multiple sensor systems. Additionally,
we hope to modifi the system to interface with other drilling systems.
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Figure 3. Spectral data taken using Thor-Tug electrodes. Spectral data taken while drilling
(upper). Spectral data taken in the laboratory (lower).


